
BEFORE THE LAW ESSAY

In his story, Before the Law, Franz Kafka suggests that obstacles that one faces in life can either be used to mold one's
success or bring about one's failure.

To this gatekeeper comes a man from the country who asks to gain entry into the law. If they were
comprehensible they would still be useless. Hate them, of course. If one can overcome the challenges that they
are faced with, they grow in a unique type of way, for every individual perceives each situation in a distinct
fashion. The gatekeeper can be seen as a professional, such as a mediator. The answer is, of course, "no" [7].
The doorkeeper does not prevent the man directly. Nominally, all citizens except the emperor were equal
under Roman law in the imperial period. Careful study of Franz Kafka's life shows that Kafka's family,
workplace, and reaction to the adversity in his family and workplace are just like those of Gregor. Halifax,
Canada: Fernwood Publishing. But from room to room stand gatekeepers, each more powerful than the other.
Why, since their hopes are dashed again and again and their actions rendered futile? In any case, we would be
looking behind the story rather than into it. The transformation occurs before the actual events of the short
story and the story focuses on the result of that transformation and how it affects both Gregor and those around
him. Thus the priest has come full circle in his argument. This crime is not obvious throughout the novel, but
rather becomes gradually and implicitly apparent to the reader. The arrest of Josef K. A question arises here,
what would have happened if the man was able to overcome the doorkeeper and enter the gate? Despite the
recent overthrow of the Roman monarchy and the establishment of the Roman Republic and sacrosanct
Tribunes of the Plebs , Cincinnatus 's son Caeso led a gang that chased plebs from the forum to prevent the
creation of equitable written laws. Since it is a condition that potentially applies to everyone and at all times
there can be no distinct personalities who encounter what might be called their own fate. It may, with some
qualifications, be considered a key to Kafka's work. As a servant of the Law he is far above the reach of
human judgment; doubting his worthiness would imply doubting the Law itself. Some technical devices
characteristic of a parable are easily recognized e. Eventually, it becomes his sole ambition to meet the
mysterious Court face to face in order to vindicate himself. And if there is any accusation at all it is against
whatever power initiated the momentum without informing the victim that there was nothing he could do to
stop it. Naturally, K. It is the doorkeeper in this parable that keeps the man from gaining access to the law, and
his inability to pass this doorkeeper that leads to his demise. Essays may be lightly modified for readability or
to protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication. They may
exhaust all their resources to become one, such as spending time and money to become a lawyer first. Finally
his eyesight grows weak, and he does not know whether things are really darker around him or whether his
eyes are merely deceiving him. Shipley New York, , p. The man however, has the option of disobeying the
gatekeeper and just going in. He makes many attempts to be let in, and he wears the gatekeeper out with his
requests. I chose this topic because I believe it is a topic that is in need of improvement in most cases
including that of society and the church. According to Max Brod, K. His interpretation of the narrative is
based on the assumption that there are such criteria as guilt and innocence. One error, I feel, is the assumption
of guilt on K. All other conflicts and paradoxes are merely analogies of this basic one. Did you find something
inaccurate, misleading, abusive, or otherwise problematic in this essay example? Some people turn to the law,
they look at the rules and regulations, which have been set in place and try to understand what is going on and
why things are the way they are. I do not want to argue with those who suggest alternate behavior for Kafka's
victims, or even find them guilty of not proceeding differently and therefore deserving what they get.


